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crouching tiger hidden dragon, the top grossing foreign
film of all time, had been released in february 2000. the
film became the first to make more than $100 million at

the u.s. box office. its success helped to promote and
propel the then-underground styles of chinese movies
into widespread popularity. afterwards, the song “shui
hu” sung by soundtrack composer, tan dun, became a

massive hit. 9:23 - know myself – wonderwall (wm v 1.02)
9:27 - rest in peace – wonderwall (wm v 1.02) 9:36 - ear

candy – wonderwall (wm v 1.02) 9:53 - lifeline –
wonderwall (wm v 1.02) 9:59 - buggy whip – wonderwall
(wm v 1.02) 10:21 - beautiful people – wonderwall (wm v
1.02) 11:01 - angry world – wonderwall (wm v 1.02) 11:25

- if there was a way – wonderwall (wm v 1.02) 11:48 -
what i’m doing – wonderwall (wm v 1.02) ‘want to ride my
vocal down? activate the fader riding mode now.’ ‘would
you like to make my vocal in the mix stronger? ride my
vocal with a fader riding mode.’ ‘if you want to add a
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vocal glide, raise the vocal slider riding mode.’ ‘if you
want to lower it, lower the slider riding mode.’ ‘by the

way, this vocal is riding in the mixture.’ vocal rider
creates vocal sounds including human, bars, loops, vocals

and other vocal samples. on top of this it has a built-in
new guitar amp modeling for some of the most popular
amps, and the optional routing patch allows you to send
the vocal output from one effect patch to another. last
updated: waves vocal rider 8.4.0 includes all previous

versions. use vocal rider to start whatever vocal track you
need. it provides the effect you'll want to hear during the
mixing process. less, especially for vocalists, vocal rider is
perfect for vocals, and helps ensure that vocal levels stay

even throughout a musical piece.
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